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Overview

• Context – timing, lead-in testing, external environment.

• Creative Strategy.

• Integrated Approach.

• Campaign Elements.

• Results.



Context

3 Appeals Per Year

Christmas

November – 
December

36% of income.

Single Gift 
Acquisition

Back to School

January - March

12% of income

Sponsorship 
Acquisition

Winter

May - June

52% of income

Single Gift 
Acquisition



Context

Suits our core supporter 
profile:

• Affluent

• Highly educated

• Professional



Context

Winter Appeal

The Smith Family’s largest cash 
appeal.

• May/June 2023 (Tax Time)

• 4-year growth trajectory.

• COVID

• Cost of living pressures

• “FrameWorks” testing project.



Campaign Aims

Not just about the 
money…

• Income. Of course ☺

• Reversing the decline in 
donor acquisition.

• Validation of our 
FrameWorks testing.

• Framing cost of living 
pressures as a relevant 
ask proposition.

• Stress testing our values 
alignment.



Campaign and Creative Strategy

Process
• Case Study

• Creative Territory

• FrameWorks

• Values alignment approach

• Integrated and multi-channel

• Targeting and segmentation



Case Study and Creative Territory

Aged 8 years old living with his parents and twin sisters, aged 3. 

Money is so tight now that both parents work several extra shifts each week 

and their income barely covers their family and home essentials.

Their last rent increase meant they had to move to a smaller home which is 

now busy and cramped. Nic does his homework on the kitchen table in 

between mealtimes.

Neither of his parents has the capacity to 
support him with homework and the 
financial stress at home is palpable.
Nic’s ability to stay focused in class and 
keep up with his homework is now 
seriously affecting his academic progress.



Case Study and Creative Territory



FrameWorks Testing and 
Application

•18-month test and learn project.

•Supporting our Brand Refresh

1.Informed by consultation and 
research.

2.Intention to represent those we 
serve with dignity.

3.Stop/reduce negative stereotyping.

4.Long term aim to influence public 
discourse.

Frameworks Testing

From this....



Frameworks Testing

….or......???

To this....



Frameworks Testing
Large Scale Testing
Winter and Christmas 2022

Test Group Control Group

NSW, ACT, SA and WA VIC, QLD, TAS and NT

Child represented as having agency and aspiration. Child represented as cared for, but isolated and despondent.

Language that leaves open possibility
Emotion grounded in connection with the aspiration.
Tension created through risk to the child’s potential.

Emotionally evocative language.
Child’s situation as dire.
Highly emotive terms to generate tension.

• Same case study and “problem/solution” 

proposition.

• Same actor, wardrobe and location

• Two separate creative strategies.

• Different tone of voice developed for each.



Frameworks Testing 

• Test: Anna has capacity and potential – what is possible; what is fair.

• Control: Absolute language, focus on deficit (without you; never be 

enough).
ControlTest

2022 Winter Appeal



Frameworks Testing 

• Test: Aspiration of the child and parental support front and centre.

• Control: Emotional punch that undermines hope/aspiration.

Phase 1 Test

2022 Christmas Appeal

Phase 1 

Control

Phase 2 Test Phase 2 

Control



FrameWorks Application

Learnings and challenges.

• Existing supporters responded as well, if not better, to the 
FrameWorks approach.

• Creating tension and urgency within the FrameWorks 
parameters has been challenging – the short cut to a 
sharp emotional nudge to attract prospects remains a 
challenge. 

• Creative fundraising challenge to illustrate a clear 
problem while maintaining dignity for the child & family.



FrameWorks Application

We grounded the appeal in the Shared Goals Narrative 
that creates tension by putting a universally held value at 
risk.



FrameWorks Application

Focused on the value of EQUITY
• Strong resonance with an Australian audience and 

The Smith Family’s core donor.

• Strong brand equity in the “every child deserves a 

chance” proposition.

The value of HARD WORK
• Generally, Australians believe that hard work 

should be rewarded.

• Emotional resonance in the case of a child - none of 

us wants to see a child trying in vain to achieve 

something.



Integrated Creative Treatment

Take the donor on a journey through two 

phases/waves.
• Illustrate the story of the child

• Connect with target audience

• Channel appropriate content and format, ensuring 

integration at each stage – and clarity over what role 

each piece plays

• Generate an emotional connection

• Clear and rational reason to give (child benefit and 

donor benefit)

• Express the aligned value clearly



In-Market Overview
MAY JUNE

Week Commencing 24-Apr 1-May 8-May 15-May 22-May 29-May 5-Jun 12-Jun 19-Jun 26-Jun

Direct Mail Packs
Wave 1

May 1

Wave 2

2 June

eDMs (email)
Wave 1

2 May

Wave 2

9 June

Wave 3

26 June

Telemarketing

Corporate Donation Envelopes (ANZ)

Press and Radio

Outdoor Advertising

Website Live

Digital and Social



Targeting and Segmentation

Standard Value
• Active

• Lapsing

• Lapsed

• Deeply Lapsed

• Confirmed GIW

Mid-Value
• Mass market

• Stewardship-

supported



Direct Response Journey

Additional Comms:

‒ Two waves of eDMs

‒ SMS follow-up

‒ Telemarketing to 

targeted supporters 

yet to give.

Additional Comms:

‒ Two waves of eDMs

‒ Telemarketing to 

targeted supporters 

yet to give.

Standard 

Value

Mid-Value 

(Mass)

Mid-Value 

(Stewardship)Mail Packs:

‒ Window face envelope

‒ 2-page letter with 

variable paras.

‒ 2 x Lifts

1. Emotional

2. Rational

‒ Response Mech

‒ Reply paid envelope

Additional Comms:

‒ One campaign eDM

‒ Stewardship emails

‒ Stewardship/thank you 

calling

Mail Packs:

‒ Plain C6 envelope - hand-written 

address

‒ 2-page letter with variable 

paragraphs.

‒ 2 x Lifts

1. Rational (as per SV)

2. Impact Report style

‒ Response Mech

‒ Reply paid envelope



Integrated Creative Treatment

Wave 1 – connect to the child - DM



Mid Value Impact Report Lift:
• Editorial report style (6 pages).

• Link to highly relevant issue.

• Equal weighting between problem 

and solution.

• Highly factual and evidence based.

• Deep dive into our most widely used 

& effective program.

• Lodges with Wave 1 with ‘overs’ 

available for ad hoc stewardship use.



Integrated Creative Treatment

Wave 1 – digital



Integrated Creative Treatment

Wave 2 – push hard on known response triggers – values focused



Integrated Creative Treatment

Wave 2 – digital



Results
The 2023 Winter was instrumental in ensuring 

ongoing growth within our cash appeals and 

maintained engagement with our core audience.
• Fundraising income:

‒ Exceeded target by 20%

‒ Equalled prior years record result

• Sustained post-COVID giving among existing 

supporters.

‒ Increased response rate within core segment by 

1.9%.

‒ Increased giving in Mid Value by 30%

• Reversed downward trend on new donor acquisition 

with 14% increase in fundraising from this cohort.

• Maintained relevance and resonance within cost-of-

living suppressed environment.



Key take outs

• Make it relevant (when it REALLY is relevant)

• Put the donor first. Start with a deep human truth.

• Strengths-based can work – but requires testing and 

sometimes trade-offs.

• Keep the case study at the heart. The donor cares 

about the story.

• Planning is key to integration.

• And integration will ALWAYS pay off.



Individual Giving Track
Sponsored By:
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